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Statement of evidence regarding public service fraud to our neighbours at the Farm
Following on from our November 2020 evidence of fraud to my wife and I and our family home for forty seven years, this
December 2020 statement & evidence is about Hitcham House Farm and the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help me God of fraud and extortion from civil servants of the Valuation Office Agency aided and abetted by the local South Bucks
District Council and Northgate Public Services. There were five households defrauded in our community and these are the events
surrounding an elderly couple both farm tenant’s and neighbours of ours for the 47 years and the farm tenanted by the same
family line since the year 1946 so over 74 years producing dairy products and food for the Country like other tenant farmers
These scams or as Sir Eric Pickles termed them (unwanted council taxes) the three words “means, motive and opportunity” all
proven in this alleged “civil matter” which has kept our Police Service handcuffed to the railings and everyone silent & inactive.
No one would talk to us, respond to any question or reply to any communication and that wasn’t only those directly responsible,
with us metaphorically locked up being channeled to what were rigged soviet style Tribunals as others before us we know now
and yes it was very, very unpleasant. Totally helpless and why I have compared it in some ways to other State acts before as that
was what it felt like and those perpetrating these frauds and those assisting and covering up, closing ranks should feel ashamed.

Dear Joy Morrissey M.P for Beaconsfield,
I repeat what I said in the November evidence surrounding my wife and I to Parliament, nobody is prepared or
expects to be defrauded by its own government via dishonest civil servants and their associates as well as those
above them. The circumstance surrounding the Farm leaves a bitter
taste as you will read. My wife and I had already been defrauded and
abused resulting in the loss of our cancer care utility room and laundry as
explained in the November statement of evidence regarding Civil Service
fraud to both of us our neighbours and others before us.
Formerly of Eight Acres SL1 our family home for forty seven years forcing
onto us to a council tax bill of nearly £450 a month, making my wife and I
relocate. Doubling our council tax bill and as we were pensioners too, it
was financially serious for us as well as our neighbours over at the Farm and thousands of pounds.
But the V.O.A scammers had gone to ground refusing to answer questions and were completely unresponsive after
two unwanted entries to our home, despite us finding later they had been barred from barging into people’s homes
by David Cameron’s Government and Sir Eric Pickles his Anti-Corruption M.P our neighbours at the Farm for the 47
years were being extorted for thousands and thousands of pounds they didn’t owe and the evidence of that fraud
and appalling behaviour towards them is written and explained here as best I can.

Not discovered for a few months after the fraud bestowed upon my wife and I
It was our direct next door neighbour who first informed us of her circumstances in that her band had been raised
quietly and surreptitiously from F to G raising her council taxes by over £400 a year now risen by 10% already with
more in March 2021 I expect as she happened to notice it on her 2015-2106 council tax statement and amounts.
Scammed in late February 2015 eight months before us and she had lodged an appeal, but the second she put pen to
the form, she had no chance as she had been defrauded. Later finding out there were two more neighbours as all
three had constructed an addition or improvement to their homes which they were fully entitled to do as hundreds
of thousands of others have done the last few years. So there were now the three of them, all three bedroom
detached houses Band F the 1ST April 1993 that legislation still current and active thanks to Sir Eric Pickles M.P
Then later to cover up, my wife and I defrauded but with a band A at an extra £130 a month in addition but part of
the scamming to make us a band G too, like the other three as why didn’t we become one eight months earlier.

As it was a scam that’s why and evidence now proves well beyond any doubt it was fraud in this supposed V.O.A
(civil) matter and why our Police Service were metaphorically “handcuffed” to the railings by the term so did nothing
when a joint written complaint with evidence for fraud was lodged at Maidenhead Police Station.

A few months later another found in our small community.
At the time of these scams and before when Sir Pickles carried out his actions of cancelling the England valuations,
closing databases to these people and barring them from homes, it was P Ciniewicz below who was the Chief
Executive and who was sent information of fraud as well as members of the V.O.A Board too as her staff had gone
silent and unresponsive, bearing in mind their H.M.R.C Charter is not worth the digital paper it was written on as no
one abided by it…ever. Or the Civil Service rulebook on timescales & communicating with members of the public but
as we were being scammed and swindled one might understand that now all the evidence has been acquired.
Treat you with courtesy and consideration
Listen to your concerns and answer your questions in a way you can understand
Process the information you give us as quickly and accurately as we can
Put mistakes right as soon as we can and use our powers reasonably
Do our best to give you complete, accurate and consistent advice
Do our best to get things right first time.
I didn’t discover our neighbour over at the farm until the 17thDecember 2015 as my wife had gone to the doctors to
collect a prescription and had met with our neighbour and spoken with her as she had noticed she was looking
drawn and unwell, but she had a painful defective hip and shoulder from years of working on the Farm and bringing
up a family I assume, but it was more than that as it turned out and my wife returned to update me.
Tearful she explained to Sue my wife that she was having dreadful difficulty with these people called the Valuation
Office Agency as the Council had posted a waterfall of council tax demands through her letterbox without warning
involving thousands and thousands of pounds she couldn’t possibly owe and they were not responding. She had
written to the Council a person named on the demands for payment a Jim Burness, but no reply to her
communications from anyone in the South Buckinghamshire District Council.

Why didn’t South Bucks District Council Respond? As they were complicit in these frauds that’s why
During this period trying to communicate with someone in the local district
council, a person had called into the small ice cream shop they had started
from advice of a Farming Community Network group as times are difficult
for small tenanted dairy farms and no less for this now elderly couple.
This person had worked for the council apparently and our neighbour
related her difficulties and he told her she needed to speak to the
Valuation Office Agency and she replied like 95% of people who are they
what do they do?
He explained and soon after she rang the Valuation Office Agency in
Reading as I thought initially they were in Nottingham along with this
offending Listing Officer by the name of Andrew Corkish as these
scammers were operating in his name and with his approval.
She was put through to this V.O.A operative named Elizabeth Melhuish and
explained the thousands and thousands of pounds being demanded by the district council. We know Melhuish would
have known about it and was prepared.
She asked if the V.O.A would visit to inspect the uninhabitable and crumbling farmhouse she was being charged so
much council tax for when all the time the Council knew, as they had visited over the years since 2006 confirmed by
the signed witness statement above, this is what Elisabeth Melhuish V.O.A Reading said………….. We don’t make
visits you need evidence
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If this civil servant Melhuish had not visited us we would not have been scammed and abused with our Council tax
doubled, or needed to attend what turned out to be a rigged and corrupt Tribunal that has been forcing citizens to
an unaffordable High Court process by stealth, lies and deceit.
Found out our complaints system for the British public is as corrupt as these civil servants and their accomplices and
that we had a dishonest and colluding District Council Chief Executive

The V.O.A don’t make visits you need evidence our neighbour was told.
Somewhat confused as to why the V.O.A would not visit, as she was unaware of us and the
other three neighbours, as we were unaware of her as it cold and everyone was staying in
plus she was somewhat incapacitated and not very mobile at that time.
So our neighbour tried again later, speaking to Elizabeth Melhuish over the phone which
surpised me as Melhuish would never be available when I phoned.
Causing me to have to email or write letters, all a waste of my time and all of which went unanswered breaching the
H.M.R.C Charter and the Civil Service rulebook, bunkered down and silent. But I was unaware then and trusting like
everyone else. Were these not Crown Servants, Civil Servants? ……...Yes they were.
Remember it was the responsibility of all England’s Councils and their duty to prevent fraud being perpetrated upon
its council taxpayers, an important point as this evidence progresses. In the end our neighbour was being tormented
by ever the silent district council with demands for payment of the plethora of bills shoved through her front door,
final demand notices a short time after the demands she was becoming ever anxious naturally.
The V.O.A repeatedly refusing to visit no matter what, saying she has to provide evidence ……they don’t make visits
said Melhuish and I wished they didn’t as my wife and I had two of her unwanted bullying visits to scam us both,
causing chaos and upset after the loss of our cancer support and laundry utility box room, then rushing off remaining
silent refusing to explain their actions later having fraudulent council taxes running to £450 a month, nearly doubled.
At that time now even pleading for the V.O.A to come and inspect the crumbling farmhouse, Elizabeth Melhuish
V.O.A was in our home abusing and defauding my wife and I. Not once, but twice at the same time Adrienne was
pleading for a visit and so the V.O.A were just a three minute walk away from Hitcham House Farm, which on its own
sums much up. But I was unaware of our neighbour’s plight at that time, absolutely dreadful. All sanctioned by
Listing Officer A Corkish and both P Ciniewicz and M Tatton as both knew as they had been informed in writing but
remained silent and covering up, protecting those that have been defrauding us and others before us.

Three minutes away another V.O.A scam was in progress
So we didn’t know our vulnerable neighbour was in fear and trepidation three minutes away, just how low life was
that from these civil servants at V.O.A Reading, but also London as the Chief Executive and even the V.O.A Board had
been advised and lobbied. But we initially were not fully aware we were being scammed, troubled yes as we are all
conditioned to trust our public servants and civil servants. Although V.O.A Melhuish and her behaviour was odd my
wife and I thought, fraud wasn’t one of our first thoughts as it wasn’t initially with our neighbour either, hence her
anxiety over the demands for thousands and thousands of pounds they didn’t have, and proven later they didn’t
owe either. So what have these civil servants done to others as we know now there have been others before us
including some previously homeless and vulnerable in a Portland Boarding house.

A chance meeting on a cold December day
After my wife met our neighbour at the doctors I went over to her at the Farm and asked
her what had happened whereupon she immediately burst into tears, sobbing and I had to
sit her down. Some of it was relief I think she could tell someone about it as the Council
had remained silent, the V.O.A refusing to visit claiming she “needed evidence”, she didn’t

know what to do, or the precise evidence they wanted? But it didn’t matter as it turned out as they too were being
cruelly defrauded.
Well now the V.O.A with H.M.R.C and Government, The Justice Secretary the Prime Minister and his dog Dilyn have
had it all including those who head the Civil Service too, the ones departed and the new Civil Service Chief Executive
Mr. Alex Chisholm and Cabinet Secretary Mr. Simon Case. The first clear evidence of fraud the V.O.A actually had in
October 2015, but they remained silent, yes five long years of fighting equivalent to the period of W.W.II due to the
silence, the abuse, cover ups and the closing of ranks of our termed “Establishment” and it’s not over yet and awaits
the return of Joy Morrissey our Member for Parliament who has been silent since we met in February 2020
So I sat with our neighbour consoling her while she related her V.O.A and Council experience and asked if she had
any paperwork and first she gave me a large wad of council tax demands which took me by surprise and her
daughters had added it up to around £22,000 and this Members of Parliament was no less than attempted extortion.
Do you have any V.O.A paperwork I replied and she gave it all to me and there it was the name of the civil servant
representing Andrew Corkish Listing Officer V.O.A Council Tax East. (Elizabeth Melhuish)
The same dishonest Elizabeth Melhuish who had barged into our home and the same individual who defrauded our
next door neighbour eight months before, although when in our home this lying individual had denied outright being
involved in the raising of our neighbours band. The other two neighbours defrauded and located later also had
Elizabeth Melhuish fingerprints all over them and their events and how it was done will be provided in January 2021
The Farmhouse was a Band F 1st April 1993 as we all were and the V.O.A and Council were operating an extortion
attempt for many, many thousands of pounds based on that Band F and not a band G they fraudulently imposed to
the three homeowners in February, otherwise it would have been more than the £22,000 so lucky Hitcham House
Farm? It was criminal, uncaring and undeserving actions towards these innocent arm tenants.

Modern day Fagin’s within our Civil Service
As with my wife and I, Elizabeth Melhuish was operating in the name of the Council Tax East Listing Officer Andrew
Corkish who I later termed as a veritable “Fagin” running and managing these staff defrauding
homeowners, later determining we had not been the first homeowners and communities to be
swindled like this as a previous Government and Anti-Corruption MP made clear enough. My
requests to meet him in a formal setting were ignored despite the council tax manual rules.
I asked our neighbour under what pretext was she being demanded this £22,000. She responded by saying the
V.O.A and Council were demanding payment for this old crumbling and unsafe building from 2006 when her Mother
Mollie Woodley the surviving parent had passed away in the farmhouse itself as she wished, and the family had
respected those dying wishes although difficult and it had posed some difficulties. The family was unaware of some
of its more hazardous issues exposed in the October 2015 consultant’s report, but some may have occurred over the
past nine years since Mollies death and unoccupied since that day in 2006.
The South Bucks District Council had been immediately notified of Mollies
departing at the time and council taxes had been duly paid up till then.
But the farmhouse was so far gone it was never going to be inhabited
ever again, this had been an old ladies dying wish and look what the
family received because of it. Similar to my wife and I in many ways.
The Farm Landlords had never kept up the contractual responsibilities to keep it maintained, so it had slowly fallen
into a state of dangerous disrepair and beyond viable economic help and was in poor condition even before 2006
So why was her Mother Mollie even in it up to her death, well I will go on to explain that as I did to the V.O.A the
Council and Northgate Public Services back then who were involved in the scamming but they remained silent.
Northgate Public Services was a reluctant player I considered, but he still played his part under instructions from the
Council Chief Executive led by the V.O.A based in Reading Berkshire. Following orders, a familiar phrase.
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The Farmhouse and why our neighbours dying Mother Mollie was there.
This original Farmhouse goes way way back to the 1800s or so, made up originally from two cottages I was informed,
but it had not been maintained gradually falling to rack and ruin and even was beginning to lean and the walls bow
out. Our neighbours Mother had married her father around World War 2. In 1946 together
they took over the tenancy of the Farm and lived and worked out of the farmhouse until her
father passed away. Over that time two small semi -detached or two terrace houses were
built near the entrance to the Farm, one for a farm worker and the other where our
neighbour reside today, but if the farm house had been habitable, would they not have
moved in and lived there when her Mother Mollie passed in 2006 or even before, of course
they would for goodness sake.
The council was informed that it was now not habitable and no one would or could reside there ever again due to its
dreadful condition. And from then on the council stopped requesting further council tax on the farmhouse and it
remained empty and crumbling. Council tax had been paid even with its condition in such a very poor state. Then in
2015 several in our community were defrauded and abuse along with it mainly to our farm neighbour and my wife
and I, yet the Establishment, our Government its Ministers remained silent, the police apparently helpless.
All four of us were senior citizens unlike the other three homeowners defrauded eight months before for improving
their homes, with an extension or loft extension, but the legislation allows them without penalty so yes it was fraud
and the breaking of our laws and much unpleasantness that accompanies fraud.
Over the following years from 2006 the council occasionally called in and there is a witness statement to that fact, to
ensure its condition which was worsening over time and that it remained empty and confirming it was uninhabitable
as could be seen anyway. It really needed demolishing but the owners didn’t wish the expense and as it posed no
danger to the passing public, it remained but with warning notices.
I discovered the council never informed the family about this apparent “housing list” and that the farmhouse should
have been removed from it by the council & V.O.A but it wasn’t. Adrienne was unaware as most other people, and
unaware of the existence of the Valuation Office Agency like most people too. That had been the consensus after
asking over 50 households that very question
This gave those dishonest in the V.O.A together with the Council Chief Executive an opportunity to raise cash illegally
and fraudulently, but fraud didn’t matter did it? The V.O.A rarely fails and now
I and all of you understand why they rarely fail.
As those above them were covering up, closing ranks then when needed
colluding and conspiring corrupt Tribunals, one dishonest whitewash
Adjudicator and one busy doing nothing retreating P.H.S.O failing the British
Taxpayers once more despite them funding the P.H.S.O from the public purse
and their hard earned taxes to provide them safety and protection, apparently
a Mr. Rob Behrens is responsible for this public funded outfit.
Our neighbour cared for her Mother Mollie and her last days alongside her
two daughters and her husband, as Mollie had spent all her married life in this
Farmhouse. I imagine she was aware her last days were coming as she was
bedbound but wanted very much to stay in the Farmhouse.
They had been caring for her at their own house down the track. Although she
wasn’t fully aware some of the time and part of that maybe was the vascular dementia the last days and other age
related ailments, staying there in the farmhouse she was very, very clear about it to the family.
It gave them a difficult dilemma and I now understand, as across the road we had cared for my Mother my last
surviving parent too and her last days too who also passed in 2006. Also providing these V.O.A opportunists and civil

servants crooks an opportunity to scam us in order to cover up for the other three neighbours defrauded eight
months before as one had lodged an appeal as she hadn’t moved or sold since 1994 a Band F
Just how low life were these civil servants and if I need to publish it throughout the UK after February 2021 it just
may place “care at home” back to the stone age and will cost Government much more than they scammed out of us
in addition to the surprise and anger many of our society will have once it gets circulated and is fully understood.
I don’t expect many of you M.Ps are very different, but we all do the very best for our parents don’t we? our
Mothers especially at life’s end and that is precisely what the family did, despite the
impracticalities, the declined state of the farmhouse, the heating broken down and much
else, but I cannot judge as my family would have done the very same in the circumstances.
So the one room had been prepared, the rotten wooden windows sealed against rain and
draughts, independent heating introduced, an alarm buzzer run from the bed up the track
to the smaller house our neighbours were living in, so Mollie could ring 24/7 as she
needed assistance to get up but she was comfortable and important, happy and
contented now she was back in the farmhouse where she and her husband had spent all their years together
working the Farm as its tenants.
But our friend and neighbour the two granddaughters and her husband consistently looked in so Mollie was hardly
alone, the granddaughter’s spending each evening reading to her and talking, and the weekends taking meals and
drinks back and forth down the track assisting their parents as I recall the efforts we made with my Mother the last
days.
The rest of the house was uninhabitable and the dreadful part is the council and V.O.A some 9 years later after
Mollie died, knew it would have been even worse than in 2006 and why Melhuish or the Council refused to visit in
2015 and don’t forget the council had called in a few times over those nine years. Absolutely shameful and no
wonder the offending Council Chief Executive ran off later rather than meet face to face with me, and the V.O.A
listing officer was asked five times to meet as per the council tax manual but all requests were ignored. But read
what Denise Sandell V.O.A had to say to try and get round that, a most unpleasant woman.
She said our neighbour would need to provide dated and time stamped photos inside and out of the farmhouse
before and after 2006 to prove it was bad then, I told her not to be ridiculous why would there be such photos.
Hadn’t the council visited, go ask them I told her, but she continues with her bullying and intimidation techniques
saying if it was so bad why was her Mother even in there, something I had wondered till I knew the facts but Sandell
and the V.O.A were not interested in the facts, evidence or the truth regarding this scam and the one to us as it was
all fraudulent as they were only interested in the money despite it was never owed by those they scammed.
What this unpleasant V.O.A operative Denise Sandell was unaware of is that I had found there was a farm consultant
present in the premises directly after Mollie passed away for probate purposes, who could testify the condition then
in 2006 but I had to locate him first from information provided from Adrienne, would he make a statement, would
he even remember, I didn’t know?
Why V.O.A Elizabeth Melhuish repeatedly refused to visit these Tenant Farmers?
Well its clearly evident as she knew they couldn’t carry out the prepared scam if she visited as then the state of the
place would be clearly evident internally and externally. Its why they had to barge into our home the only one home
they did, to fabricate a reason to scam us with an band A first and a band G to cover up the others they scammed
eight months before, so the opposite method to the Farm.
At an extra £130 a month to “persuade” us to accept a G band later and over £400 instead of £1,700 with the Band A
as well so the others would be covered up, but it didn’t work for them, neither did it at the Farm as I had to
undertake our neighbours scam and abuse as she became so upset and anxious.
Not only vulnerable like many others, but also incapacitated at that time with her hip awaiting a new one and a worn
shoulder after decades of work on the Farm and bringing up a family and treated like that from her own Government
and its ruthless Civil and Crown servants. The word despicable doesn’t quite cover it, then the covering up.
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Apparently these corrupt civil servants with the powers and freedoms to do what they damn well like ignoring our
laws their own H.M.R.C charter, the civil service rulebook, the council tax manual and standard society courtesies to
scam us all and others before us too we discovered later, just what may they have done to others before us?

You need evidence V.O.A Elizabeth Melhuish said, and it was provided so what happened?
After pleading for the V.O.A to visit being fobbed off repeatedly time after time, the council unresponsive to the
request for
assistance and
some
explanation our
neighbour
engaged a company for professional property services named A.O.S who carried out a survey and reported on the
uninhabitable Farmhouse, Burnham SL1 on the 21st October 2015 I’ve managed to snip just one section from the
report bearing in mind its 9 years later after the Council were informed it was inhabitable and shut down, and
ceased charging council taxes from thereon till the scamming in 2015 by the V.O.A and themselves utilising the
services of Northgate Public Services to scam us all.
I’m sorry but that excuse for a human being Elizabeth Melhuish refused time and time
again to visit our fearful and very anxious neighbour even though the V.O.A were informed
that she was incapacitated and anxious as it would have to be one of the daughters to
meet with Elizabeth Melhuish. Just for money this couple never owed defrauding them and
us for council tax neither of us owed or were subject to and why Sir Pickles stepped in, but
the V.O.A continued and just ignored him.
The A.O.S Property report which the family had to pay for as the V.O.A refused to visit, in
full makes the circumstances clear so the family duly sent it off Royal Mail first class and informed the V.O.A by
phone it has been posted that day.
Not unlike the photographic evidence of our empty plastered cancer support utility and laundry room, destroyed
due to these dreadful scams, photos sent of it fully plastered, yet a week or so later it was Final Noticed so pay up or
attend a soviet styled Tribunal, so defrauded if you do and defrauded if you don’t.
Final Noticed as a “character of a kitchen” and I had no clue what that meant as it was an empty box room by then,
and I nearly lost the plot that day, what the hell was that? But V.O.A Jill Finlay and Suki Gill they both remained silent
and wouldn’t respond. (Read November 2020 evidence report concerning my wife and I and the corruption to us too )
After several weeks had passed from the day our neighbours posted the A.O.S property report at the Post Office,
would one believe they received the inevitable V.O.A Final Notice from Reading and Elizabeth Melhuish, so pay the
thousands and thousands of pounds or choose a Tribunal and now we know what would happen, but we were
unaware and unsuspecting then as who could have considered such an eventuality like that? No one I suggest.
The first obvious question from this as Melhuish when she knew I had become
involved, told our neighbour they hadn’t received the report. Well things can get
lost in the post we know, although not very often so given the number of weeks
past would it not have been normal for Melhuish to contact our neighbour to
advise it had not been received, Melhuish and V.O.A Reading had her phone
number and her address.
Of course Melhuish would have received it but it was a fraud and I advised our
neighbour not to accept anything that Elizabeth Melhuish offered, as I knew she
would receive a phone call once they knew I was involved, and she did the very next
day after my email to Melhuish.

So she had been receiving the ones I had been sending but ignoring along with her two colleagues involved.
Whilst she unfortunately cannot remember the precise detail it involved the retraction and some alternative which
would have meant no possibility of a Tribunal, but at that time I was unaware of the corrupt colluding Tribunals of
course and what was to come with regard to the corrupt people’s complaint path, so wanted the Farm to have a
Tribunal back then as we trusted, the opposite message will have to be advised to the public now after February
2021
So our neighbour declined the offer from V.O.A Reading and the South Bucks District Council was still pressing her
for payment, making her ever more anxious as these demands are designed to do. So she completed a V.O.A Council
tax (authorising your representative) and I took her case as well as our own.
Quote from another enquiry "Systematic failure to respond to terrible behaviour" so it continues the same today.

My first encounter with Northgate Public Services
If you refer to the November 2020 Statement of Evidence surrounding our family home as I had been in touch with
Greg Clark M.P at the Department of Communities and Local Government who had passed me to a civil servant by
the name of Richard O’Donagh.
Before he panicked diving under his desk and blocking my email and returning hard copy unopened. He had
imparted the name of a Mr. Philip (Phil) Adlard although I first thought he was a council public servant, he was in fact
a third party IT contractor working for South Bucks District Council as well as Uxbridge if I recall.
The parent company tracked back to Mumbai India, a destination Melissa Tatton had visited when she was with
H.M.R.C before joining the V.O.A their Executive Arm. From which she has now stepped down unable to return to
H.M.R.C as her predecessor P Ciniewicz equally guilty of unresponsiveness and covering up. But Melissa Tatton had
also broken the Civil Service Code of Conduct to our M.P then the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P
She had ventured to Mumbai at some time initiating a Daily Mail article headed (Britain's top tax official enjoys
£6,000 four-night stay at luxury hotel in India... to make a 30-MINUTE speech)
Finding this about Mr. Adlard and Northgate Public Services connection was disconcerting at first as it was evident
from Mr. O Donaghs behaviour something was amiss in the murky world of domestic council
taxes, never mind business ratepayers looked at later, although all the focus of investigation
surrounded domestic council taxes and the people’s complaint path, unknowing then what was to come.
So I met with Mr. Phil Adlard at the council offices in Denham Buckinghamshire and passed over not only Hitcham
House Farm signed authorisations but the others too. He was eager to take them but it was very evident and at
subsequent meetings afterwards, as I never once met a direct Council employee till the Magistrates exercise, that he
was in a place he would rather not be. He also displayed all the attributes of untruthfulness and covering up and he
wasn’t as practiced as those from the V.O.A that was certain, and was very uncomfortable whenever we met.
I felt he was being utilised by the Chief Executive and by the time he knew, he was in it up to his neck and as a third
party contractor between a rock and a hard place. But he would have to be questioned to confirm that observation.
So I applied on the Farms behalf to attend a Tribunal and at that time I had not attended the one for my wife and I
where I discovered they were colluding with the Valuation Office Agency, conspiring and corrupt otherwise I would
have waited to go to the Magistrates with the Farm case.
Colluding to force those scammed and defrauded to the end of the process so they came under what was termed a
“point of law” except it was invalid, as lawless and criminal, exploiting the Parliamentary Act provided to the Tribunal
Service for England who were responsible for setting these so called but rigged tribunals up.
There was no oath sworn in these back rooms of a Holiday Inn where innocents were processed, forcing them so
they had no choice other than to be informed if they were not happy at the result, they only had the High Court
option, any complaint was buried as mine was, a valid complaint at the time so no Crown Court or Magistrate option.
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The High Court that none of them could have afforded and that Members of Parliament is our country today, but it
got worse from there if at all possible but it did.

Once a Tribunal is applied for what the devious and corrupt V.O.A do next
I had taken the case of the Farm and the three others to this first complaints path and had
provided them all the information and evidence along with ours and the other three.
Strangely in Preston Lancashire and a Sujatha Karri, where the first of the requests to meet
face to face with Andrew Corkish the V.O.A Listing Officer as per the council tax manual was
batted into touch. I never encountered the V.O.A complaints and investigation section I
assume in London ever, in fact I was unaware of them back then only a Ms. Helen ZammitWillson the very deceitful C.E.O Customer Service Manager apparently.
So appeared the next corrupt V.O.A operative and I have to say an unpleasant woman
named Denise Sandell who was being utilised for the corrupt and colluding Tribunals as her nature seemed to suit I
found later. About as ruthless as one could possibly find and why she was the perfect V.O.A choice for these
colluding Tribunals. I had applied for a Tribunal and consequently was due a sham visit from this woman to “check”
the situation before a Tribunal, unknowing then how corrupt they were to be like everyone before me.
As she was to visit us I had asked if she would accompany me over to the farm, she refused. But I was in the process
unknown to her of applying for a Tribunal for the Farm. Later writing to her to advise whereupon suddenly she could
find the time to visit the farm at the same time visiting my Wife and I at our home a three minute walk to the farm.
I cautioned her to bring a face mask and overalls as there were fungal spores now throughout the building she didn’t
want to breathe in.
She arrived at our home and was taken through to what had been our cancer support utility room deceitfully termed
a “food preparation area” giving us an extra £130 a month council tax bill over and above the G band another £40£45 on top of an F band per month so with the 10% later our Council tax bill doubled to near £450 a month so
serious as both pensioners and a limited income now.
Our utility room was empty although the washing machine was still operative and I asked her to describe what she
saw, she hesitated for a moment but said an empty box room, there was a small table we were using in there and I
said, so we can’t make sandwiches on that table as Melhuish said we could do so on the utility worktops before we
had to destroy them as we couldn’t afford an extra £130 a month on top of our council taxes.
Denise Sandell didn’t respond, so what was it to Final Notice us a blasted “character of a kitchen” how much more
criminal could they get and what have they done to others? I took her over to the farmhouse to meet with the
specialist from Property Services who fortunately had a mask for her as she had not brought one as advised or
coveralls and hard hat, but he had one for her too as I had arranged for her to meet him there.
So even after seeing herself the condition and she was shocked and couldn’t exit quick enough the specialist told me
afterwards, which yes it would have deteriorated further in the nine years, but those crooks hand in hand with the
Tribunal still continued, my goodness they “wanted evidence” well they have it now and with those involved.
So the Tribunal was to continue, in fact I insisted if I recall but this time I took a witness along with me. The whole
event was a charade and I have used the term it was a “circus” and it was, and this time Denise Sandell wasn’t as
bullish and confidant and had brought a male companion for some support, sadly I have lost his name since.
The farce proceeded and my witness made notes. I had asked for a week’s adjournment the crooked clerk
whispering into the ear of the two other unidentified people apart from a name plaque present several times to
speed it all up. It was refused as expected saying I had enough time although I had explained it was vital evidence,
informing them the witness took a long time to locate, Philip Adlard from Northgate Public Services was supposed to
have provided evidence of the council visits, but of course never did for the day of the Tribunal, so I informed them

that had not been handed over by the Council, what a bunch of crooks. I have wondered since how many others have
passed through but it would be a small proportion of those scammed and defrauded

Defrauded if you DO attend a D.C.L.G sponsored Tribunal and defrauded if you DONT
I knew what was to come by that point and I wasn’t disappointed and this corrupt Tribunal found in favour of the
V.O.A of course they did. Evidence didn’t matter, the adjournment refused didn’t matter, there was still of course no
oath sworn so Denise Sandell performed her usual routine and we got to the end of this rigged unpleasant process.
Later I received the witness statement from the farm consultant who was actually inside the farmhouse shortly after
June 2006 after Mollie passed away, there for probate purposes, and also proof of the council visits that Northgate
had delayed and time wasted over before the day of this corrupt Tribunal, but Denise Sandell and the V.O.A were
unaware I had them.
The written signed statement from a reliable sales person present on one of the days when a South Bucks Council
representative came down the farm track, as she showed her Council ID to look at the dilapidated farmhouse as she
said they were looking for dwellings to house whoever I don’t know, and I recall where he and Freddie laughed and
offered to show her inside.
But she declined as it was evident it was uninhabitable and she had to pass some sheep around the front door,
whereupon she drove off down the track from Lent Rise Road and where the others defrauded were located.
I had written to the District Council Chief Executive to request a meeting and sent him an envelope with not only the
evidence on the Farm but the other three plus my wife and I and posted it directly into the box at the council offices
Denham Bucks’ He never responded and the next thing I knew he had run off and unexpectantly as the District
Council had to find someone to step in and eventually a Bob Smith filled the role as a stand in becoming permanent
later.
I wrote to Bob Smith immediately, gave him some background and evidence, but also wrote he must meet with
Philip Adlard. He was the first to respond professionally. He was also the first I believe who took me at my word
when I advised him I never give up till completed as there was no indications this defrauded money would be
dropped.

The first flicker of honesty since the start of these scams back in 2015
I told him he could sit back if he wishes stay silent the Farm and our
distraught neighbour would need to find the thousands of thousands of
pounds defrauded from them by the V.O.A and their corrupt Tribunals, so
he had much to consider.
Although I had told Phil Adlard they would get their £22,000 over my dead
body which was a little rash at the time given my medical condition but
later the demands were dropped.
The V.O.A had laid that one on the Council whereas it would have been
them of course so they couldn’t stop Bob Smith dropping it, leaving me
time to focus on our situation.
This document on the right dated January 6th 1986 is indisputable proof the V.O.A did know about our insignificant
addition despite the tripe this proven whitewash adjudicator wrote, closing ranks and attempting to
cover up for the Valuation Office Agency
I didn’t pursue Philip Adlard. He had written an email for the V.O.A writing he didn’t think my Wife
and I should be a Band A but before the Tribunal. Well he and the V.O.A had access to the planning
and the document here since the start proving how corrupt it was and part of which tripped up
Melissa Tatton when she broke the Civil Service Code of Conduct to our former MP the Rt Hon
Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P. Both M Tatton and P Ciniewicz since returned to H.M.R.C covered up,
Graphics courtesy of unknown whistle-blowers
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closed ranks but fully knowing that citizens were being abused and defrauded, some ruthlessly like our friends and
neighbours, my wife and I losing our cancer support facility but neither cared enough did they, will Jonathan Russell
interim V.O.A Chief Executive be any different? We will see.
No apology to our neighbours so even Bob Smith could not be considered as “open and transparent “ the two words
voiced by the Justice Secretary Robert Buckland at the last Conservative Conference.
Two words openness & transparency he wrote, for which I have reminded him time and time again. But he has
remained silent and frozen in his personal bunker as others too including you our M.P Joy Morrissey since February
2020 when we met at the Taplow Village Hall, face to face with someone at last.
Quote from Government

"strengthen protection" for whistle-blowers

What is that well known saying? “talk is cheap” as I haven’t seen any improvement after reading
Mr. & Mrs. Tanners evidence in the Parliamentary archives, and yes terrible behaviour is still
being covered up and not just by the perpetrators.
No of course this isn’t a Gosport Hospital or one of the other terrible events, but we have seen how inaction has
made these civil servants and those above then become ever emboldened, ruthless, lawless and uncaring.
So what’s the UK citizen’s future with over confidant fraudulent & corrupt bullies given powers to roam round
unchecked, although I believe the people would over time place them in check and yes take the law into their own
hands, as that is what would need to happen eventually if not addressed by Government and properly this second
time.
One only needs to read Mr. & Mrs. Tanner’s evidence logged in the Parliamentary archives, a couple abused by the
very same Agency and Ombudsman and it doesn’t make for very pleasant reading.
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/229/com07.htm
But there are others indicating we have a problem with Establishment cover ups, the closing of ranks which mean
many abused citizens never see or get the Justice they deserve and the errant and corrupt civil and public servants
escape, free to scam and abuse the vulnerable public again another day.
The abuse from these civil servants of the Valuation Office Agency belies a
deeper problem underneath like the review of the workplace culture had
concluded that civil servants at H.M Revenue and Customs faced both abusive
and abrasive behaviour but do not have confidence in measures to improve
conditions
They are correct not to have that confidence. Since Mr. & Mrs. Tanner’s abuse
from the V.O.A, I have detected no improvement to the abusive and cover up
methods employed by these Crown Servants and Government.
But these fraudsters are even given encouragement
by our own Government and those in Parliament as it
would appear all are struck dumb in their personal
bunkers, inactive and silent seemingly looking the
other way whilst their constituents are abused and
swindled.
No one assists the abused citizen with levels of this corruption exposed, but
that’s precisely how it got to that level in the first place and I would challenge the former Civil Service Chief Executive
and his “Brilliant Civil Service” although yes there are many good people but if our society get to read the full 5 years

and understand what’s been going on, the whole of our Civil Service will be tainted for them, but after all these years
maybe that’s deserving now of the publics anger and wrath.

Our honest Knighted Prime Minister David Cameron’s Anti-Corruption champion
David Cameron’s Government, who himself had attended a conference at Transparency International UK
on corruption. If only Mrs. Mays Government and Mr. Johnsons Government AntiCorruption champion John Penrose had the same determination and drive as Sir Eric
Pickles and could distinguish between right and wrong, justice and compassion as Eric
Pickles MP to become Sir Eric Pickles. I just may not have needed to chase these criminals for the
past 5 years receiving more abusive behaviour along the way in addition wasting five years of my
retirement after three cancers now

Our Department for Communities and Local Government “sponsored” Tribunals
All four of these Department of Community and Local Government Ministers would have
known of the David Cameron Government actions combined with Sir Eric Pickles the first
informed Greg Clark MP for Tunbridge Wells who remained quiet and inactive despite being
aware of said Sir Pickles so called “unwanted Council taxes” shame on him and the three others
responsible for that sponsoring department .
Followed by Sajid Javid MP who later became for a while the Home Secretary with the
apparent Government of Law and Order said he and later Priti Patel both remained inactive
and silent. Along came James Brokenshire MP for Old Bexley who ironically and surprisingly
became a Minister of State for Crime and Security at the Home Office after leaving the
Department for Communities and Local Government as has Eric Pickles, Greg Clark, and Sajid Javid.
The same Government Department who has been sponsoring these dreadful corrupt and abusive Tribunals
bestowed upon innocent homeowners and tenants. Last but not least, Robert Jenrick MP for Newark and Bingham
remaining silent in his personal bunker too. What happened in our community I found had been happening in others
before us and it seems our business ratepayers have been suffering too from the rates recovery flyer shown here
and High Court and Supreme Court cases I have become aware of.
It has to stop and if Government can’t or won’t, our Police Services their hands tied, our politicians struck silent,
inactive in their personal bunkers, then it must be down to the many millions of council taxpayers and our
beleaguered business ratepayers as what is left? Sir Pickles probably thought he had done his best, and yes he did
well but the V.O.A simply ignored him and started up again. Our High Streets and shops were in decline with their
high overheads well before this pandemic arrived to make things worse.
The Treasury Select Committee having had P Ciniewicz C.E.O others from the V.O.A standing right in front of them in
2016 over the precise subject two years before nearly half a billion pounds of (Unwanted) business rates had to be
restored to those National Shopkeepers and millions in addition to Amazon Warehouses.
Just two examples of the very few who could afford to pay for Justice. Many of the backlogs of business ratepayer
complainants that the V.O.A has cannot afford these types of High Court actions, part of the scams modus- operandi
we found. But don’t we have what was supposed to be the “impartial” Tribunals that the National Shopkeepers had
attended some 5 years earlier, as did we? Three of them to be exact. And found to be conspiring and colluding with
those dishonest in the V.O.A to cover up Sir Pickles (Unwanted Council Taxes) found now to be fraudulent and
abusive with it when necessary. These Government injustices cannot be allowed to happen a third time
Kind Regards

Mr & Mrs NR Gardiner , 4 families and millions of council taxpayers and business ratepayers.
192, Lent Rise Road, 194, Lent Rise Road, 198 Lent Rise Road and Hitcham House Farm and Eight Acres.
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Update: Chief Executive Officer. Valuation Office Agency the Executive Arm of
Mrs Melissa Tatton replaced by an (interim) Chief Executive Jonathan Russell it’s reported, with the familiar words
“stepped down” but has been unable to return to H.M.R.C as did her predecessor Penny Ciniewicz, the previous
V.O.A Chief Executive she replaced. P Ciniewicz equally as responsible for failing to put a stop to these frauds, scams
and abuses they were both aware of to hard working families, homeowners & tenants.
Even in the face of a Coalition Government and Conservative Prime Minister David Cameron and his actions
stepping in to cancel the England valuations, closing databases to the V.O.A and barring their civil servants from our
homes, actioned by his Anti-Corruption M.P Eric Jack Pickles later to become knighted Sir Eric Pickles MP.
Yet the frauds and abuses continued upon the council taxpayers, both Chief Executives inactive and Melissa Tatton
with her C.B.E the Royal Navy Falklands veteran Iain Shepherd had his M.B.E revoked Involving £60,000 of money
that did not belong to him. How much money has Melissa Tattons people taken that didn’t belong to them?
Although breaching the “Civil Service Code of Conduct” to our M.P the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P and not
directly involved on the ground with these scams, other than to attempt to cover them up it needs to be asked how
many, many thousands of pounds have been defrauded from innocent often unsuspecting and trusting council
taxpayers in England over the period both Melissa Tatton and Penny Ciniewicz were both heading the Valuation
Office Agency as its Chief Executive
For one of my neighbours alone it was £22,000 and for my wife and I a further £1,700 a year on top of our Council
taxes (for life) for my wife and I or at least while Eight Acres was our family home. Resident for 47 years but my wife
requested to move after the V.O.A Listing Officer Andrew Corkish began threatening two elderly widows in Hamilton
Gardens to cover up these scams, as she and our farm neighbour had already been intimidated, that just clinched it
as she had been expecting to be a widow twice from my two major cancers, something I had thought too at times so
feeling on borrowed time my wife must come first and so I complied with her repeated requests.

No silence is not golden Mrs P Ciniewicz, Mrs M Tatton, Mr Buckland, H.M.R.C and Government
Melissa Tatton took up her current post as Chief Executive of the Valuation Office Agency in September 2017, and was
additionally appointed as HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) Tax Assurance Commissioner in October 2019.
Mrs Tatton is a member of HMRC’s Executive Committee, chair of the HMRC Professional Standards Committee, and head of the
government tax profession. She previously held a number of senior posts in HMRC, including: Director for Individuals and Small
Business Compliance (2014 to 2017) Director, Large Business Service (2011 to 2014) Deputy Director, Business International
(2009 to 2011) Melissa Tatton was made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire in June 2016.

Once I found the first evidence we had been defrauded I informed Mr Grieve of my concerns but he didn’t provide
assistance till after we had reached the busy doing nothing P.H.S.O https://phsothetruestory.com that assistance
pushed Mrs. Tatton into breaking the Civil Service Code of Conduct.

But seems unless dragged to the High Court as those National Shopkeepers or Amazon Warehouses did, the V.O.A
and our Government wish to abuse the population further, well that’s ok as it will go out after February 2021 if Joy
Morrissey our M.P has not returned by that time,
then the work for the next year has to start in
earnest.
The scam and attempted extortion to the Farm of
thousands and thousands of pounds was itself
particularly deceitful and unpleasant, as of course
are all scams and frauds by their very nature.

The one on the right had a heated enclose swimming pool and addition
around the back and it’s that one and others they employed to swindle us as
yes a Band G April 1993 and their “similar” scam The other two are Band F
April 1993 but one would never know and it was difficult to find

The scamming of the hard working homeowners who
are very vulnerable to it was for the V.O.A to look into
the legislation supressed databases and find what they term “similar” properties back then that may have sold in our
case over the £160,000 mark for a band F But they can do the same for all bands A,D E F dependant of who they are
scamming at the time and their council tax bands.
Problem was the (similar) they employed to scam my neighbours 8 months before having to return to scam my wife
and I to cover up was indeed a G band the 1st April 1991 but because of the brick enclosed swimming pool and
additions at the rear, no one from the road could have seen and the aerial ones were not clear but I met with the
resident there since the early 1970s and he signed a council tax authorisation and representative form.
Another two local properties termed” similar” in a different road were on the market just before we moved from
our home to another location, they were being sold for over £860,000- £870,000 one with a conservatory nearly
quarter of a million over what ours sold for, so yes they likely would have been a G band April 1991 whereas we
were a band F like the other three neighbours scammed 8 months earlier, one our direct next door neighbour in her
ex local authority detached three bedroom house.

The V.O.A nor anyone else would and could not have known what our home would have sold for in 1991 although the
“value” could be calculated from 1974 and it was and our neighbour and I a clear band F as we were given the same
as the three scammed eight months before and we were never, ever a Band A in addition, the Farm, the others it
was all a scam, (unwanted council taxes) they were termed by the Government Anti-Corruption MP Sir Eric Pickles.
Unfortunate for the V.O.A scammer there were two F bands left in Hamilton Gardens resided in by two defenceless
widows, this cretin of a Listing Officer Andrew Corkish threatened he would raise their bands too in order to cover
up but he was in a bit of panic by then. We do not need his type or his Reading staff in the Civil Service paid for by
the taxpayers, the very people they have been defrauding, cheating and abusing so how widespread has it been?

The last chance for Justice in the citizens’ complaints path. The “Parliamentary Ombudsman”.
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This request seemingly a worthless front not unlike
the H.M.R.C Charter those in the V.O.A threw out of
the window alongside the Civil Service rulebook
I of course responded to this H.M.R.C Misconduct
Panels request but once advised of their staff criminal
behaviour, yes and near criminal too the H.M.R.C
panel quickly washed its hands of the Valuation Office
Agency despite its their own Executive Arm and
became evasive and then unresponsive.
Is the closing of ranks, the cover ups ever going to
cease. Its December 2020 and no sign it will yet.

It is difficult to describe to you how helpless we felt with our council taxes raised to about £450 a month. We
couldn’t afford as neither could our neighbours the £22,000 demanded from them, and I do mean demanded.
It is difficult to express the feelings when we discovered the so called “impartial” Tribunal process we were
channelled to was rigged, corrupt and colluding with the Valuation Office Agency and the perpetrators
It is difficult to relate the feeling once one found the whistle-blower graphics or the discovery of the actions from Sir
Eric Pickles and David Cameron’s Government and Mr & Mrs Tanners evidence of their V.O.A abuses in the
Parliamentary Archives and other cover ups of an even more serious and devastating nature like Gosport.
It is difficult to explain how Parliament and Government has done little to tackle the corruption, with their looking
the other way and the closing of ranks and a very, very corrupt complaints system for the people as there is little
deterrent for these civil servants and those who have associated and covered up for them.

No one would speak to us, meet as per the Council Tax Manual, answer a question or communicate.
No one would speak to us, no one, not even our own MP Dominic Grieves and once UK Attorney General and
member of Government and that continues today, although a new Member of Parliament with Joy Morrissey.
The Authorities remained silent, our human rights breached and cast aside as the V.O.A barged into our home twice,
scammed us, abused us then left refusing to explain or answer any of our questions, their superiors in the V.O.A and
Government silent as we were channelled towards what they considered was our “final solution” for any council
taxpayer that just asked reasonable questions and potentially ratepayers too given the shopkeepers High Court case.
We could not afford such a council tax bill, what was happening, why was everyone in hiding? The perpetrators, their
superiors refusing to communicate AND in the face of the evidence, a clear pattern that has gone before and whilst
it’s only been just over 5 years as opposed to events like Hillsborough, Gosport War Memorial Hospital and others it
will not continue on after February 2021 with our ever silent M.P and the Authorities.
Of course I do not compare our fraud and abuses to those other devastating events, the silence, the cover ups, the
closing of ranks, our Government, our Parliament all hiding in their personal bunkers remains the same and why
these shameful events in our public services continue to roll on, there seems little accountability right up to the
P.H.S.O the Parliamentary Ombudsman. https://phsothetruestory.com Bloody shameful doesn’t quite cover it
Members of this Parliament, and those in Government we sought for help and they know who they are. I have no
difficulty or concern anymore with sharing our experience with our fellow citizens commencing February 2021 as
they need some protection from these frauds or forewarning at least.
We no longer have any trust left and are ashamed of our Government and its public servants. It will never ever
happen to us twice I can guarantee that much, or to others one hopes and why in the face of our M.Ps silence, our

Justice Secretary and Government, our Parliaments lack of inertia I must share our experiences with the other
millions of council taxpayers and business ratepayers so they are prepared …………as we were not.
My wife and I have now relocated after 47 years and I have placed my wife much nearer our daughter
and our grandchildren. After three cancers now I am thankful if not surprised I am still here, unlike
many others including the former Cabinet Secretary and Senior Civil Servant Sir Jeremy Heywood
aged 56 who also did nothing to assist or protect us from his very dishonest civil servants.
Although suffering financial losses a dislocated arm and some stress and we ironically just missed out on the
Chancellors initiative regarding stamp duty after our first move for 47 years? A shame but my wife is now much
happier and feels more secure near our family when the time comes for me to depart like Jeremy Heywood and
many other cancer victims. If this is what our Country is to be like from here, as long as I understand then I can
adjust accordingly as will millions of others have to once they know and understand and they will if the Authorities
continue with their silent approach to these types of issues as it’s not the first time is it? But let us hope it may be
the last and these frauds do not commence a third time.
These are the clearest examples of public service fraud and the abuse of powers. Homeowners, tenants, and our
business communities are not safe until this Valuation Office Agency is brought to book, retrained and dishonest staff
replaced from the top to the bottom of this apparent feral Government Agency.
And those that closed ranks and specifically colluded with them and covered up for them too. Our Public Services
function with one word TRUST but that has not just been broken but shattered. Our Member for Parliaments silence,
our Justice Secretary’s too is precisely the same as part of the scammer’s modus operandi so isn’t appreciated. How
difficult is just to acknowledge or say it’s being properly looked into, if nothing else. The British public and taxpayers
are not deserving of such methods given Mr Buckland’s 2019 openness and transparency speech.

A celebration of the Rule of Law by the Rt Hon Robert Buckland Q.C.M.P Secretary of State for Justice
Ever since Magna Carta, over 800 years ago, the Rule of Law has been the cornerstone of our
Constitution. And our independent, impartial judiciary is renowned throughout the world. One of the key
components of the Rule of Law is openness and transparency. I’ve spent a lifetime working in criminal
justice. First as a barrister part-time judge, and then in politics as Solicitor General, Prisons Minister and
now in Cabinet. As a sentencing judge, I have had to make hard choices: sending people to prison is never easy, but
often, it is absolutely necessary. But time and again, over many decades, I have talked to victims of crime who feel
let down by the system. Quote: Victims who just don’t see that openness and transparency.
( We certainly have not seen any transparency, truthfulness or openness during the past 5 years Justice Secretary )but
what we have seen is blatant covering up, the closing of ranks, abuse, lies and deceit from some who should know
better. With many it appears looking the other way silent in their bunkers like our MP and yourself at this time. Much
the same as those gone before us that Sir Pickles spoke about when he made attempts to put a stop to these frauds
or (unwanted council taxes) And again by a Mr & Mrs Tanner abused by the V.O.A and Establishment with the same
covering up and resistance to the truth, openness or any of what you term transparency. It’s very different to our
society’s ideas of transparency and openness obviously.

In January 2021
Next Month January 2021 the evidence of how the three homeowners were scammed by the V.O.A alongside their own district
council eight months before us as the three had improved their homes they were entitled to without penalty. The two young
families in their newly built band F homes forced to wait for over a year by the V.O.A and Council for their legitimate council tax
bands due to the cover ups and two elderly and defenceless widows their bands being threatened by the offending V.O.A
Listing Officer in his panic and attempts to cover up.
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/229/com07.htm
https://www.transparency.org.uk/corruption-more-than-a-cancer/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/civil-service-code/the-civil-service-code
https://phsothetruestory.com
November Evidence 2020 concerning another two pensioner’s one in cancer recovery when the VOA barged Into their home
with the now clear intention to defraud has already been provided to Government , the Civil Service our MP and Parliament

